
Cool Summer
The kids are growing by leaps and bounds before my eyes, and
it’s unbelievable because I’m used to seeing them most of the
day, every day – and I can still see the changes.  They are
growing up literally before my eyes!

So far this summer, the kids and I have carried a normal daily
schedule that finds our time divided between fun activities
and miscellaneous appointments (like Bible study class, violin
lessons, doctor’s and dental appointments, etc).  I think
we’ve done a good job of making the days fun, and we’ve also
had some great family weekends since school has let out. 
Father’s  Day  weekend  saw  us  heading  out  to  the  African
Wildlife Safari Park in Port Clinton Ohio.  We love that
place, but it’s almost 2 hours away so we hadn’t made it out
there in a few years.  But there was a Groupon a few months
ago, and we got a great price on admission, so Hubby planned a
trip there.  Can’t go to Port Clinton Ohio and not stop at
Cheesehaven – 88 types of cheese, meats, sauces… yummy stuff. 
They have free samples so you can try before you buy.  Should
you find yourself in this little Lake Erie town (which is near
the more well known tourist attraction: roller-coaster filled
Cedar Point), stop by Cheesehaven and get a fresh corned beef
sandwich – YUM!!

The Safari Park is great –  you drive around the animals’ huge
enclosure,  and  herds  of  all  types  of  different  animals
approach  your  car  looking  for  food!   There  are  alpacas,
llamas, white-tailed deer, elk, elands, bison, reindeer (I
never found this one in the guidebook, but it looked like a
reindeer to me!), even giraffes and zebras at the end (while
you can still feed them, the giraffes and zebras are behind a
fence whereas the other animals are not).  It’s so cool to
feed all these guys!  Some are dainty, skittish eaters (the
smaller deer), while the huge animals like the bison will fill
your  car  with  this  hot,  half-digested  hay  breath.   It’s
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delightfully disgusting, and only animal lovers should attempt
to stomach this!  Here is the best video I could record while
getting accosted by a thousand-pound bison (the kids were
frustrating us adults since they would freak out and drop the
carrot before the bison could grab it – we felt bad for the
hungry fella!)



And what is the poor thing in the picture below?  A llama, I
think?  He had a funny lip, which coupled with his flat ear
gave him a whimsical look – he was a favorite to feed.

And next is a video of the giraffe  – sorry for the shakiness,
but he was too tall to get in one shot!  You can see his curly
toungue  that came out and helped him grab his carrot.  The
car in front of us had the right idea  – they were feeding the
giraffe out of their sunroof – it was a sight to see and I
should have taken video!
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The Safari Park also has pig races, an animal show, a small
walk-thru zoo, and pony and camel  rides for the kids.  It was
a SUPER day, followed by a special day to celebrate Dads after
�

AHHHH… Togetherness
Today being Father’s Day, the family took the three dads to
dinner.  Then… two of my siblings and I took a horde of
crazies to see Toy Story 3! Definitely worth seeing although
not sure the 3D was worth it… not much there that would not
have been just as enjoyable on a decent 2D screen.

Getting  to  dinner  was  an  adventure,  the  parents  were  not
interested in seeing the movie,  so my sis and I followed
them.  We quickly got left in the dust!  Thank goodness for
cell phones.  If someone had told me where we were headed, I
could have easily gotten us there, but  always interesting!

I found the latest installment in the adventures of Woody,
Buzz, and the gang to be as enjoyable as the original and
better  than  the  sequel.   This  time,  Andy  is  packing  for
college.  He still sleeps in the same room but his toy box has
been long forgotten until a week before he is ready to head
out.  His mother gives him a cardboard box in which to put
everything he is taking with him and a garbage bag in which to
put everything he wants to be put in the attic.  Fortunately,
the bag headed for the attic gets mistaken for garbage and the
adventure begins.

Several themes run rampant through the movie: the power of
friendship and sticking together; growing up; saying goodbye.
 All of the favorite toys are here along with a gaggle of new
toys many of whom have interesting backstories of their own.
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 And as always, the end credits are worth a look as the story
doesn’t end as they start to roll.  Highly recommended!  You
are never too old for a Disney/Pixar movie!

Happy Birthday Dad!
Not that my Father would have every seen this, even while
alive he did not access the internet. If my math is correct,
he would have been 86 today. He died in 2001 at the tender age
of 77.

Dad’s birthday was very close to Fathers Day, and being at the
start of Summer it was always a time to celebrate. Of course
Dad liked his desserts so there would have been at least 1
maybe two if Fathers Day and his birthday were celebrated on
the same day.

So  with  Fathers  Day  coming  up  this  Sunday  and  my  Dad’s
birthday today, I’m going to celebrate and remember by having
his helping of dessert. Sunday, I will even eat the dessert
first…

A Father’s Day Ditching
So… the entire family (well the extended immediate… siblings,
neices and nephews, parents, and I) went out for dinner this
afternoon after I got off work at 2.  Because I did not relish
the chance to sit in the back and be squished, I decided to
ride with big brother and two of his three little ones (E-beth
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rode elsewhere).  The trip back was much more exciting than
the trip there.

Jeff decided to take country roads (take me home) aided by his
GPS (help us all… she did have a rather familiar voice).  We
came across a closed road so we turned onto yet another back
road.  He happened to glance ahead to see vehicles coming from
the opposite direction on the closed road.  Apparently, they
were in the process of repaving… HMMM… where have I seen that
before.  So, he decided to turn around and go back.  The road
was only SLIGHTLY more narrow than he expected; consequently,
we ended up in a ditch (It wasn’t me this time).  To make
matters worse, the ground was still soft following the storms
we had a few days ago.  We were STUCK!

Along comes a helpful young man willing to go retrieve his tow
cables.  Unfortunately, they would have done more harm than
good as his small car has nothing to hook a cable to without
tearing off a bumper.  Moments later, another vehicle pulls
up.  This car had a connection to my intelligent brother as
one  of  the  passengers  is  a  student  at  the  school  he  is
employed at.

It was decided that my 13 year old nephew would gently push on
the accelerator while four stout-hearted gentlemen pushed and
guided the car to relative safety.  I think someone forgot to
tell Joshua what gently meant.  We got the car out of the
ditch; however, the car continued to accelerate, move in a
circle, and come within inches of going into the ditch on the
other side of the road.  I think the young guy finally figured
out how to stop the car or else decided that taking the car
for a joy ride was not such a good idea after all.  I wonder
if  the  helpful  sultry,  seductive  voice  was  offering
directional advice at the time.  I forgot to ask what her name
is

Joshua told his father that he hopes that he is not put in
that position for at least three years.  It only added 15



minutes to the drive… enough however to make everyone else
curious.

Happy Mother’s Day!
I  had  a  wonderful  Mother’s  Day  weekend.   We  decided  to
celebrate Saturday in order to avoid the crowds at all the
restaurants and other establishments; also it worked out well
because my kids often need all of Sunday as a rest day to
recooperate from the previous week and the weekend before
returning to school on Monday.  So, I slept in Saturday until
I was awakened by the idyllic crow of a rooster…  wait a
minute… we do live in a rural area, but that was no rooster –
it was a screaming parrot and it wasn’t the least bit idyllic,
just horribly annoying and not a fun way to get woken up. 
But, it was nearing 10 am, and I figured I had left poor dad
with the kids long enough.

I was making myself some oatmeal for breakfast when I was
greeted  in  the  kitchen  by  cute  little  girl  #1.   “Happy
Mother’s Day Mom!”, she said, and gave me a stuffed animal she
had found in her room.  I find the re-gifting really cute;
it’s her way of sharing what she has and also displays her
thoughtfulness in wanting to get me something but being too
little to go out shopping on her own.  She also gave me
the most adorable essay she wrote in school – I will share,
though it’s much cuter to see it in 8-year-old handwriting:

Happy  Mother’s  Day!   I  love  my  mommy  for  many  different
reasons.  One reason is that sometimes she gives me what I
want at the store.  Another reason is that she helps me do
stuff around the house like make soft crunchy cookies.  The
last reason is she lets me have fun a lot like at the park!  I
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think that my mommy is triffic, wonder ful, and vary funny. 
by Taylor

Daughter #2 was next, and she handed me a singing gorilla from
her room.  “Happy Val-tine’s Day, Mom!”, she said, hugging my
leg.  She is almost 4 and apparently forgot the name of the
day,  only  remembering  that  she  was  supposed  to  give  me
something and be well-behaved, but that’s all that mattered to
me!  Don’t be fooled, however…  they are not perfect angels
ALL of the time – my kids’ Mother’s Day sweetness was promptly
followed by a HUGE knock-down, drag-out, screaming at the top
of  their  lungs  fight…   The  first  of  many  throughout  the
weekend.  We still had a great time though – my husband always
does a great job of keeping his cool which is more than I can
say for myself…  but there was something going on with my
oldest this weekend, and it showed!

Next, we decided to go to a neighboring city to go swimming in
a hotel – my husband can get GREAT hotel rates online for most
places,  and  the  overnight  getaway  was  exciting  for  the
kids and around the same price as driving somewhere far away
(insert  gas  price  gripe  here)  and  spending  $  for  other
entertainment.  Besides, being in the water felt WONDERFUL for
my aching pregnant body…  I would love to have access to a
pool during a whole pregnancy sometime; it’s amazing how the
sensations of all the aches, pains, and extra weight just melt
away when under the water.  The kids had a great time, and we
all got some exercise also, plus when we got home on Sunday,
they all took at least a 2 hour nap – can’t put a price on
that!  My husband of course, catered to their needs all day
too, so really I got a whole Mother’s Day weekend out of it –
2 days when I was supposed to get 1!  I only hope I feel up to
it enough to give my husband as great a Father’s Day as I got
a Mother’s Day.  But since I’ll be even more pregnant by then,
we might have to reschedule…  ever heard of Father’s Day in
August?  � 


